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Metals, Motifs, and Recognition
in the Crystal Structure of a 5S rRNA Domain

RNAs, it has internal non-Watson-Crick base-paired re-
gions of “loops,” and one of them, loop E, adopts struc-
ture only in the presence of millimolar Mg21 (Leontis et

Carl C. Correll,*‡ Betty Freeborn,†
Peter B. Moore,*† and Thomas A. Steitz*†‡§

*Department of Molecular Biophysics and
Biochemistry al., 1986). Mild nuclease digestion of 5S rRNA yields a

†Department of Chemistry 62 nt fragment I, which includes helices I, IV, and loop
Yale University E (Douthwaite et al., 1979). The ribosomal protein L25
‡Howard Hughes Medical Institute binds to both 5S rRNA and fragment I and protects helix
New Haven, Connecticut 06520-8114 IV and loop E from chemical modification (Douthwaite

et al., 1982; Huber and Wool, 1984; Toukifimpa et al.,
1989).

Summary

Results and DiscussionTwo new RNA structures portray how non-Watson-
Crick base pairs and metal ions can produce a unique

Structure Determination and OverviewRNA shape suitable for recognition by proteins. The
crystal structures of a 62 nt domain of E. coli 5S ribo- Although crystals of fragment I were obtained in 1983
somal RNA and a duplex dodecamer encompassing (Abdel-Meguid et al., 1983), we were unsuccessful in
an internal loop E have been determined at 3.0 and solving its structure by multiple isomorphous replace-
1.5 Å, respectively. This loop E region is distorted by ment, in part because heavy atom binding produced
three “cross-strand purine stacks” and three novel, nonisomorphous crystals (Kim, 1992). A combination of
water-mediated noncanonical base pairs and stabi- two multiwavelength anomalous dispersion (MAD) ex-
lized by a four metal ion zipper. These features give periments using chemically modified RNA molecules
its minor groove a unique hydrogen-bonding surface (Correll et al., 1997) has now yielded interpretable elec-
and make the adjacent major groove wide enough to tron density maps. MAD phases and phases from single
permit recognition by the ribosomal protein L25, which isomorphous replacement that incorporated anomalous
is expected to bind to this surface. scattering were obtained using a phosphorothioate vari-

ant of fragment I derivatized with ethylmercury phos-
phate combined with MAD phases obtained using a

Introduction
bromine derivatized variant (Table 1A). The RNA phos-
phodiester backbone was positioned in a 5 Å resolution

The principles that govern the folding of RNAs into com-
map obtained after cycles of solvent flattening. Iterative

plex globular structures are still emerging due to the
cycles of phase-restrained, torsion angle dynamics re-

paucity of known RNA structures. Large RNA molecules
finement (Rice et al., submitted), followed by structuresuch as those in the ribosome, the spliceosome, and
factor averaging (Brünger et al., 1997; Shamoo et al.,other ribonuclear protein complexes show secondary
1997) at 3.5 Å resolution, permitted the base sequencestructures that have only short stretches of Watson-
to be added to the structure (Figure 1C). Data to 3 ÅCrick duplex connected frequently by “loops” and
resolution obtained from one of the variant RNA mole-bulges whose secondary structures cannot now be ac-
cules were used for the final cycles of maximum likeli-curately predicted. The repeated occurrence of certain
hood coordinate refinement (Pannu and Read, 1996;motifs—such as the GNRA tetraloop—suggest that it
Adams et al., 1997) (Table 1B).may be possible to predict the non-Watson-Crick sec-

Crystals of an RNA duplex containing the minimal 11ondary structure if the “language” of the RNA motifs is
bp required for formation of the loop E duplex (Figureunderstood. It has also been long known that Mg21 ions
1A) and binding of L25 yielded data to 1.5 Å resolution.are important for the activity, stability, and presumably
The loop E duplex contained a 39 single-stranded Gstructures of RNAs and their complexes. A glimpse of
overhang on one strand and a complementary 39 single-the important role that magnesium plays in the formation
stranded C on the other. The molecule crystallized withand stabilization of RNA tertiarystructure has come from
end-to-end stacking of helices that was dictated byseeing a metal ion core at the heart of the p4-6 fragment

of tetrahymena group I intron (Cate et al., 1997). How- complementary interactions between the overhanging
ever, what role, if any, Mg21 plays in the formation and nucleotides of successive helices. The structure of the
stabilization of secondary structure, particularly in RNA resulting dodecamer was solved by molecular replace-
loops, is less well established. ment using the corresponding loop E structure from

E. coli ribosomal 5S RNA (5S rRNA), which contains fragment I as the search model and refined at 1.5 Å
120 nucleotides (nt), forms part of the 50S ribosomal resolution using maximum likelihood coordinate refine-
subunit and binds three proteins—L25, L18, and L5 ment (Pannu and Read, 1996; Adams et al., 1997) and
(Moore, 1996), has long been investigated by those SHELX-97 (Sheldrick and Schneider, 1997) (Table 1B).
interested in RNA conformation. Like all structured Fragment I forms a linear structure about 94 Å long,

which is roughly the radius of the E. coli ribosome. Helix
I is not coaxially stacked onto the loop E duplex, to§To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Table 1. Phasing and Refinement

A. Phasing Data

P6122 Reflection Rsym (%)e

Phasing Power (Acentric)a

Resolution Observations Completeness
Data Set (Å) a (Å) c (Å) (Unique) Overall (%) All Bijvoet ,m.b

I. MAD-Hg 20–5Å 5–3.5Å 20–5Å 5–3.5Å
0.47 0.16

l1 5 1.0092 Å 20–3.5 58.7 248.9 29667 (3602)
l2 5 1.0059 Å 29033 (3615) 0.48 0.17
l3 5 0.9933 Å 29344 (3611) 99.5 5.7d 5.7f 0.95 0.24

(2.3g)
II. MAD-Br 0.44 0.11
l1 5 0.9203 Å 20–3.5 58.8 252.4 26626 (3582)
l2 5 0.9198 Å 30778 (3592) 0.66 0.19
l3 5 0.9067 Å 30256 (3582) 98.1 7.7d 7.3f 1.05 0.36

(4.0g)
III. Hg-Der 20–3.8 58.7 250.8 13172 (4582)c 95.7 7.3 1.85 0.69h 0.51 0.18h

IV. Parent 20–4.2 58.7 252.1 8186 (2235) 98.9 8.4
Combined 0.72 0.25

B. Refinement Statistics

Bond rms Deviations
N Reflections Number of Waters,

Data Set Resolution (% Complete) Rsym (%) Atoms (nt) Mg21 R (Rfree) Length (Å) Angle (8)

I. MAD-Hg 10–3.5 Å See above See above 1310 (60) 0, 8o 0.260 (0.312k) 0.008 1.4
0.255 (0.305)l

V. Frag-Ii 20–3.0 Å 4950 (82.5) 4.7 1310 (60) 4, 12 0.272 (0.324k) 0.007 1.2
0.264 (0.318)l

VI. 20–1.5 Å 12295 (90.7) 5.5 516 (24) 124, 5 0.202 (0.228k) 0.010 1.2
Dodecamerj 0.167 (0.224m)n 0.012n 1.7n

(A) For each of the MAD data sets, intensity data were collected at three energies: l1, minimum f9, l2 maximum f99, l3 remote point. MLPHARE
refinement statistics from the two MAD data sets are shown.
a Phasing power is defined as rms ,FH. / rms closure error reported for acentric data.
b <m> is the figure of merit, defined as cos,s(Dw)..
c Number reflects both Bijvoet pairs.
d After local scaling with NEWLSC.
e Rsym 5 S|I 2 <I>| / S I
f Acentric data.
g Centric data.
h 5–4 Å.
(B) Refinement statistics are shown.
i Space group is P6122: a 5 b 5 59.0 Å, c 5 254.1 Å.
j Space group is C2: a 5 71.2 Å, b 5 37.7 Å, c 5 32.9 Å, and b 5 105.98.
k z10% of data.
l Data with F . 2s.
m z5% of data.
n SHELX-97.
o Also includes one Hg21.

which it is linked by two single-stranded bases. This Cross-Strand Purine Stacks
In the crystal structure, loop E forms a double helixlinker allows the helix I axis to translate and rotate rela-

tive to loop E so that the terminal nucleotides produced that is severely distorted by its 7 non-Watson-Crick bp
(Figures 1 and 2). It contains a pair of identical, two-fold-by enzymatic cleavage of 5S rRNA 11 and 70 can dock

with the missing stem that is formed by nucleotides 12 related, 3 bpmotifs that areseparated by 3 noncanonical
bp. Both motifs consist of a Watson-Crick G•C bp fol-through 69 and is missing from fragment I (Figure 1B).

The overall structure of this fragment in solution should lowed by a sheared A•G bp and a reversed-Hoogsteen
A•U bp (Figure 2A). We call this motif a “cross-strandbe similar to that seen here, since the radius of gyration

calculated from the crystal structure is only 2% larger A stack” because the A of the sheared G•A pair stacks
on theA from thereversed Hoogsteen pair, which comesthan that measured in solution (Leontis and Moore,

1984). Furthermore, gel electrophoresis and transient from the opposite strand. This motif is stabilized in part
by intra- and interstrand hydrogen bonds involving a 29electric birefringence measurements (Shen and Hager-

man, 1994) show that helix I, loop E, and helix IV are OH and a water molecule. A severe kink in the backbone
at the A of the reversed-Hoogsteen bp positions the 29colinear in5S rRNA. Previous solution NMR experiments

showed that all loop E bases are paired, although the OH of the G in the A•G bp to form secondary structure
contacts. Further, a water molecule forms a bridge be-precise nature of that pairing was not then fully deter-

mined (Dallas et al., 1995). tween the two strands by H-bonding as an obligate
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Figure 1. Fragment I Structure Overview

Helix I is drawn in red, linker in cyan, loop E
in green, and helix IV in yellow.
(A) The sequence of fragment I in which the
loop E dodecamer sequence is outlined in
magenta and the cross-strand purine stacks
are boxed.
(B) A phosphate backbone representation
(with paired nucleotides represented by a line
between their phosphates) that shows the
two regions cleaved by nuclease as dashed
lines. The superimposed backbone of the
loop E dodecamer in magenta has a wider
major groove between the two cross-strand
A stacks whose position and directionality
are represented by As and arrows.
(C) A 3.5 Å resolution 2Fo 2 Fc map calculated
using phases from simultaneous composite
omit and mix target experimental phase re-
straint refinement (Shamoo et al., 1997) is su-
perimposed on the refined model. The mer-
cury ion is magenta and the magnesium ions
are yellow.

acceptor to an N2 proton from G72 and a donor to the
two pro-Rp oxygen atoms on the other strand. These
interactions may compensate for the loss of stabilization
energy that results from the failureof the G in the sheared
A•G pair to stack with a neighboring base on the 39

side. Unstacking of this G creates a pocket in the major
groove that here accommodates a metal ion and could
accommodate a base in other contexts.

The three cross-strand purine stacks in loop E and
helix IV significantly alter the shapes of both the major
and minor grooves (Figures 1B, 3B, and 3C). The kinks
in the cross-strand A stacks mentioned above, which
involve the b and g backbone angles between the G (72
or 98) and the A (73 or 99), widen the major groove in
the direction 59 to the G and narrow it in the direction
39 to the G. The effect is magnified by the close proximity
of the two kinks. The major groove of loop E is 2.1 Å
narrower than A-form RNA in the dodecamer and 6 Å
narrower in fragment I (Figures 1B and 3C). The minor
groove is correspondingly expanded by 2.2 Å in the
dodecamer. Helix IV contains a cross-strand G stack
formed by two adjacent G•U wobble bp. The major
groove of helix IV is up to 7 Å wider than in A form (as
wide as in B form) due to the additive effect of the kink
at A99 (in loop E) and the cross-strand G stack. Thus,
combinations of cross-strand purine stacks can either
increase or decrease the widths of the major and minor
grooves of RNA.

The three noncanonical base pairs that lie between
the two cross-strand A stacks of loop E (Figure 3A)
have not previously been observed and differ from the

Figure 2. The Cross-Strand Purine Stacktextbook (Saenger, 1984) non-Watson-Crick base pairs,
which all contain two direct interbase hydrogen bonds. (A) A cross-strand A stack showing A104 from one strand in blue

stacked on A73 of the other strand in yellow. The position of theThese loop E pairs contain either a single, direct in-
kink at the b and g angles of the yellow backbone is indicated.terbase hydrogen bond or a bifurcated hydrogen bond
(B) Nucleotide sequences of the six observed cross-strand A stacks

between a carboxyl oxygen of one base and the imino (Wimberly et al., 1993; Pley et al., 1994; Szewczak and Moore, 1995;
and an exocyclic amino group of its partner. Further, Cate et al., 1996) and the consensus for bulged and nonbulged A

stacks.they are all stabilized by bridging water molecules.
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Figure 3. Possible L25 Recognition Surface

Hydrogen bond donors are colored green
while acceptors are yellow.
(A) The middle three noncanonical base pairs
of loop E superimposed on a 1.5 Å resolution
Fo 2 Fc electron density map obtained using
phases calculated with the atoms shown
omitted and theother atoms refined after sim-
ulated annealing. The hydrogen bond donors
and acceptors exposed in the minor groove
are indicated by green and yellow arrow-
heads, respectively.
(B) A van der Waals surface representation
of the dodecamer showing a complex
H-bonding array in the minor groove, includ-
ing the bridging structural waters colored
blue.
(C) A van der Waals surface representation
of fragment I showing the nearly A-form helix
I on top, loop E in the middle, and helix IV
with its widened major groove on the bottom.
The regions of fragment I that the binding of
L25 protects from ethylation (Toukifimpa et
al., 1989) are blue and from RNase IV hydroly-
sis (Douthwaite et al., 1982) are purple.

Metal Ion Stabilization Mg21 concentration in fragment I crystals as compared
with 10 mM in the dodecamer crystals. Alternatively, theMetal ions bound in the major groove stabilize these

three central, noncanonical bp in loop E and contribute differing (though very similar) requirements of crystal
packing may allow a narrower major groove in one caseto the narrowing of the major groove, particularly in

fragment I. While the positions of some metal ions can than in the other.
be plausibly inferred in the 3 Å and 3.5 Å resolution
fragment I structures (Figure 4C), the details of their Implications for rRNA

Based on structural and phylogenetic comparisonsinteractions and hydration state are unambiguous in the
1.5 Å resolution map of the dodecamer (Figures 4A and (R. R. Gutell, personal communication), it is clear that

structural features of loop E in 5S rRNA are not con-4B). Magnesium ions and specifically bound water mole-
cules have different coordination geometry (octahedral served across kingdoms. All bacterial loop Es are likely

to contain 3 non-Watson-Crick bp sandwiched betweenversus tetrahedral) and different bond lengths (2.1 Å
versus 2.7 Å). The bound Mg21 ions are either hexahy- two cross-strand A stacks, as is the case in the E. coli

5S rRNA. In contrast, the loop E regions from eukaryoticdrated (A and D) or pentahydrated (B, C, and E), if they
are making one direct interaction with the RNA. The 5S rRNAs have a single cross-strand A stack with a

bulged G located in the major groove, similar to themajor groove of loop E binds five metal ions, all of which
are coordinated by base groups and nonbridging phos- structure of the X. laevis loop E (Wimberly et al., 1993).

These differences could account for the failure of eu-phate oxygens. As observed in other RNA crystal struc-
tures (Pan et al., 1993; Pley et al., 1994; Scott et al., karyotic 5S rRNA to substitute for the bacterial 5S rRNA

in large subunit reconstitutions (Hartmann et al., 1988).1995; Cate and Doudna, 1996), the metal ions contact
primarily purines, especially the N7 and O6 of guanine Although fragment I is the first RNA in which multiple

cross-strand purine stacks have been found, single(Figure 5). Two magnesium ions (B and C) are involved in
a novel binuclear cluster in which three water molecules cross-strand stacks have been observed before. So far,

two types of A stacks have been seen. Both are closedbridge the two metal ions. The fully hydrated metal ion
D stabilizes the duplex by interacting with the back- at one end by a Watson-Crick G•C pair, which is fol-

lowed by a sheared purine•purine pair (Figure 2B). Sincebones of both strands, bases on one strand, and the
binuclear cluster (B and C) associated primarily with the the third base pair can be different, it distinguishes the

two types: either the reversed-Hoogsteen A stack, re-other strand. Four of these metal ions lying in the center
of loop E (B–E) form a “metal zipper” that may facilitate ported here, or a tandem sheared-pair A stack, as seen

in the group I intron (Cate et al., 1996) and the hammer-the narrowing of the major groove.
The even narrower major groove of loop E in fragment head ribozyme (Pley et al., 1994; Scott et al., 1995). The

third base pair in an A stack can be followed by a bulgedI is stabilized by an additional metal ion, D9. Two metal
ions, D and D9, bridge between the phosphoryl groups base that reaches across the major groove. In the cases

of the X. laevis loop E (Wimberly et al., 1993) and theof G75 and U74 of one strand and that of A99 of the
other through direct inner sphere coordination (Figure rat Sarcin/Ricin loop, a bulged G lies in the major groove

(Szewczak and Moore, 1995). Bulged bases provide al-4C). The difference between the major groove widths of
loop E in the dodecamer and fragment I as well as this ternative recognition opportunities, and in the Sarcin/

Ricin loop this bulged G is a recognition element forextra metal ion may be a consequence of the 1.5 M
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that none of the seven non-Watson-Crick base pairs
was correctly diagnosed by these methods (Brunel et
al., 1991).

Implications for RNA Recognition
Perhaps the major functionally important consequence
of the non-Watson-Crick base pairs and the cross-
strand purine stacks in loop E–helix IV is the creation
of a distinctive surface that can be recognized by protein
L25. While the accessible minor groove of A-form RNA
varies only by the presence or absence of the exocyclic
N2 of guanine, the minor groove of loop E is much wider,
and its central three noncanonical base pairs present an
unusual array of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors
(Figure 3). The out of base plane directionality of the lone
pairs of the obligate acceptor water molecule mediating
U74 and G102 (Figure 3A) adds a geometric component
to the varied array of donors and acceptors presented
to the minor groove edge of these three base pairs.

The major groove of helix IV, which is adjacent to the
loop E minor groove, is wide enough to permit access
to an interacting protein. Because of its juxtaposed A
and G stacks, it is wide enough to accommodate an a

helix, a phenomenon noted previously with RNA struc-
tures only in connection with bulged nucleotides (Bat-
tiste et al., 1996) and at the ends of A-form duplex
(Weeks and Crothers, 1993). Thus, these motifs provide
a third way of widening the narrow A-form major groove.
In contrast to the normal Watson-Crick base pairs, the
wobble base pairs G96•U80 and U95•G81 both present
three hydrogen bond acceptors in this widened major
groove, thus providing further recognition diversity.

The varied minor groove side of loop E and the adja-
Figure 4. Electron Density of Metal Ions cent, enlarged major groove are likely to be the surfaces
The metal ions are colored gold, waters are cyan, and inner-sphere of 5S rRNA that are recognized by the specific binding
bonds between RNA and metal ions are red. of ribosomal protein L25. L25 protection of 5S rRNA
(A) An Fo 2 Fc map at 1.5 Å resolution calculated as in Figure 3A from ethylation and nuclease digestion positions the
showing hydration of the A metal ion site.

L25 binding site predominantly on the two-part surface(B) The B and C metal ion sites. The atoms drawn were omitted
consisting of the loop E minor groove and the adjacentfrom the simulated annealing refinement.
major groove of helix IV (Figures 3C). Thus, the non-(C) A 3.5 Å resolution map of fragment I calculated as in Figure 1C.

The very narrowed major groove allows inner-sphere coordination Watson-Crick base pairs, which include three cross-
between metal ion D9 and the pro-Sp oxygens of U74 and A99, as stand purine stacks and three novel base pairs, can
well as between metal ion D and the pro-Rp oxygens of G75 and augment the unique features to be recognized by pro-
A99.

teins in both the major and minor grooves.
The side of the RNA helix orthogonal to these adjacent

minor and major groove protein recognition surfaces
may be important in the tertiary interactions between

a-Sarcin (Gluck and Wool,1996) and possibly for elonga-
RNA helices (Figures 3C and 6). A lattice contact is

tion factors G and Tu (Moazed et al., 1988). The cross-
observed in both the dodecamer and 5S rRNA fragment

strand G stack seen here is also expected to be a com-
I crystals at the juxtaposition of the A and G cross-

mon motif. The sequence, which is a tandem,symmetric,
strand stacks. This intermolecular interaction involves

repeated GU, is the most stable tandem, symmetric mis-
the minor groove of loop E and a rather flat backbone

match (Wu et al., 1995) and also the most common in
(Figure 6). It isstabilized by 14 base–ribose and 8 ribose–

rRNA. This RNA motif is found in fragment I and a recent
ribose hydrogen bonds and buries 560 Å2 of molecular

octamer crystal structure (Biswas et al., 1997) and was
surface per molecule. Thus, in the ribosome, one side

modeled (Gautheret et al., 1995) based on the structure
of loop E–helix IV may interact with L25 and nearby,

of a DNA G•T tandem pair (Rabinovich et al., 1988). perhaps, with 23S rRNA.
A model for 5S rRNA structure was proposed pre-

viously based on extensive chemical and enzymatic
Experimental Proceduresprobing of E. coli 5S rRNA; however, it differs signifi-

cantly from the crystal structure of fragment I. Given the
Data Collection

prevalence of water-mediated interactions in nonstan- Data sets I and II (Table 1A) were collected using phosphorimaging
dard base pairings and the important roles of metal ions plates (beamline X4A) at Brookhaven National Laboratories; data

sets III and IV were collected on an R-axis II at Yale University; datain the structure of loop E, it is perhaps not surprising
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Figure 5. Stereo Diagrams of Metal Sites A through E

(A) A frequently observed G•G metal ion binding site showing the involvement of water in outer-sphere coordination.
(B) The “metal ion zipper” in the narrow major groove of loop E. The two strands are in green and blue.

sets V andVI used for refinement reported in Table 1B were collected from Table 1 have been previously described (Correll et al., 1997).
MAD-Hg, Hg-Der, and Parent crystals contain RNA with a Sp phos-using a 2K charge-coupled device (CCD) on beamline A1 at Cornell

High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS). Bijvoet pairs were mea- phorothioate linkage between bases 4 and 5 and a deoxyribose at
base 4. The MAD-Br variant is similar with 5-Bromine at base 4.sured by the inverse beam method.
Frag-I crystals contain RNA with a phosphorothioate linkage be-
tween bases 3 and 4 and a deoxyribose at base 3. The Parent RNAFragment I

Fragment I of 5S rRNA was prepared and crystallized from solutions was soaked overnight in 1 mM CdCl2; MAD-Hg RNA was soaked
overnight in 0.2 mM ethylmercury phosphate, and Frag-I RNA wascontaining 1.35 M MgSO4 as described previously (Abdel-Meguid

et al., 1983; Kim, 1992; Correll et al., 1997). The chemical modifica- cocrystallized with a 3-fold molar excess of methylmercury (II)
chloride.tions and preparation of RNAs contained in the fragment I data sets
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using the corresponding portion of the fragment I structure as the
search model, which included C71–U80, G96–G105, and four metal
ions whose occupancy was set to 0.4. A direct rotation search after
Patterson correlation refinement produced a 7s peak. A translation
search produced a 3.4s peak. Although these peaks were only mod-
estly higher than the next highest, the solution led directly to the
refined structure. After rigid body refinement of the search model,
the four nucleotides not initially included were visible in difference
Fourier maps, and one round of simulated annealing refinement
reduced the Rfree to 0.315. Further, the deoxyribose at 105 and the
phosphorothioate between 105 and 106 were detected in difference
maps. Difference density peaks were identified as magnesium ions
if they were octahedrally coordinated with at least four of the ligand
distances being less than 2.4 Å. Before each cycle of refinement,
bulk solvent and anisotropic B corrections were applied to the appli-
tudes. The final refinement statistics are shown in Table 1B.

Software
All integration and merging of intensities were calculated using DE-
NZO and SCALEPACK (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997). For each MAD
data set, local scaling with NEWLSC written by A. M. Friedman
(Purdue University) provided a slight improvement in the data qual-
ity. MLPHARE (CCP4, 1994) was used to determine the MAD and
SIRAS phases, while SIGMAA (CCP4, 1994) was used to combine
the phase sets. DM (CCP4, 1994) was used for solvent flattening.
The models were built with the program O (Jones et al., 1991), and
X-PLOR (Brünger, 1992b) was utilized to refine the models. Final
stages of refinement for fragment I structures (Table IB) employed
the developmental program Crystallography and NMR System (A. T.
Brünger, personal communication), and SHELX-97 was also em-
ployed for the dodecamer structure. All figures were generated with
RIBBONS (Carson, 1991), except Figure 3B and 3C, which employed
GRASP (Nicholls et al., 1993).
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